Probabilistic estimates are numerical representations of chances of random event occurrence. The classical theory of probability is based on the assumption that probabilistic estimates are deterministic. If available initial data are sufficient, this kind of estimates can be really obtained. However, when such data are not available, probabilistic estimates become uncertain. This paper analyses and compares three widespread approaches to modelling uncertain estimates and provides practical recommendations on their use.
I. INTRODUCTION
The classical theory of probability postulates that the probabilities of random events have to be determined unambiguously. This postulate underlies all other operations on probabilities, e.g., calculation of probabilities for unions and intersections of the sets of random events, recalculation of the posterior probabilities according to Bayes' theorem, probabilistic inference on the networks etc. It is true that probabilities of relevant events can be determined unambiguously if sufficient initial information is available. However, in real life, suitable conditions for obtaining deterministic probabilistic estimates are not always ensured. Plenty of examples can be provided when objective probabilistic estimates are not confident. One evident example could be estimating the safety of technical system operation. Quite frequently, the probabilities of technical system component failures are evaluated on the basis of insufficient statistical information. Besides, not always all the factors are taken into account that might somehow affect the functioning of the estimated component. The use of deterministic probabilistic estimates in cases like that is just an attempt to shut your eyes to the problem. The matter with the assessment of ecological risks looks even worse. The diversity of components of ecosystems and the complexity and insufficient knowledge of the complicated links between the components can lead to a situation when probability estimate of the harm that might be made to a certain component as a result of the technogenic disaster might not represent real state of things at all.
A lot of examples of other kinds can be given as well. For example, the probability estimates of profit level earned through investing capital into securities, made on the basis of the available information, may become meaningless due to various fluctuations and upheavals in the financial market. Estimates of probabilities of the development of the political situation in a region might also be unreliable due to the effect of multiple unknown factors, but the estimates of the chances of candidates for the position of President to win might change essentially even due to reckless statements of one of candidates.
Even if due to some reasons probabilistic estimates cannot be assigned unambiguously, two boundary estimates are assigned for each element of the relevant set. Sets of such estimates constitute two boundary probabilistic distributions. A problem then arises how to manage these uncertain probabilistic distributions. This paper examines some approaches most frequently used to solve that task.
II. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE THEORY OF PROBABILITY EVALUATION
Quite frequently uncertainty is an inherent attribute of information. Different types of uncertainty exist; to correctly cope with uncertain information, it is necessary to measure uncertainties correctly. Although the notion of uncertainty is quite specific, it has to be measured according to general regulations and requirements of general theory of measurement.
Nowadays the general theory of measurement represents a developed scientific and applied discipline, whose main goals are correct measurements of attributes and properties of different objects, processes and occurrences; determination of suitable measurement scales and permissible transformations of the numbers expressing results of particular measurements. A detailed and competent presentation of the fundamentals of measurement theory can be found in [4] , while more specific issues related to measuring probabilities are discussed in [1] .
Let us first consider classical additive estimates. Let a universal set X be specified, in which a non-empty set (family) of subsets A is defined. It is assumed that these subsets have a suitable algebraic structure. For example, in the case of classical probabilistic estimates it is assumed that the structure of subsets in X possesses properties of -algebra. Under these conditions, classical estimate is an estimate 132 additivity is a strong requirement and in many cases it is not met. To enlarge possibilities of measuring uncertainties, other more general estimates are needed. It can be achieved by replacing the restrictive requirement of additivity for classical estimates with a weaker requirement of monotonicity.
Let us define a class of monotone estimates in a family of sets A of the universal set X as follows:
The monotone estimates have to possess these properties:
, ,
If, besides inequalities (2) and (3) 
the estimate  is called superadditive.
If under the same conditions this inequality holds:
the estimate  is called subadditive.
Depending on different purposes, sometimes a necessity to transform original monotonous estimates to another form appears. Such a necessity can be caused for example by studying properties of new kind of estimates. One of widely known transformations of that kind is Möbius transformation. Let us assume that a finite set of elements X is specified and denote a set of all possible subsets of X as ( ) X F . Let  be a set function defined in subsets X that stands for the estimate function of the measured attribute. In its standard form, the process of measurement is reduced to the representation of intensity (strength) of the measured attribute in ( ) X F to a set of real numbers:
The set function  can be correctly transformed into 
In the case of the overlapping subsets, the most general character has Choquet capacities of arbitrary order
... 
III. CONCEPTUAL PRINCIPLES OF UNCERTAIN PROBABILITIES Let us introduce the following denotations:
X -the finite set (universe of discourse) of elementary random events;   X F -the set of all subsets X ;  -the set of probability distribution functions in X . (In literature, this set is frequently called a credal set).
Using the above system of denotations, the lower probability function for all sets   A X  F is determined as follows:
By analogy, the upper probability function is determined as follows:
Let us give without proof a summary of properties of lower and upper probabilities.
Expression (17) shows that the lower probability functions are superadditive
From expression (18) it follows that the upper probability functions are subadditive.
The lower and upper probabilities can be subjected to Möbius transformation (see Expression (6) 
The lower and upper conditional probabilities are determined as follows: 
The marginal lower probabilities are defined as follows:
The marginal upper probabilities are defined as follows:
The marginal Möbius functions are determined as follows:
From the above analysis it directly follows that all operations that are valid for classical probabilities can also be performed on uncertain probabilities. It is clear that taking into account the specifics of uncertain probabilities, operations on them can be quite complicated.
IV. INTERVAL PROBABILITIES
Interval probabilities are a special case of the lower and upper probabilities considered in the previous section. The theory of interval probabilities was first described in [2] .
Let us introduce some definitions. Let there be a set of elements X (random events, values of random variable), 
In other words, L is a set of probability intervals but P is a set of possible probability distributions correlated to L .
This statement forms a direct connection with the concepts of interval probabilities and the general concept of lower and upper probabilities.
To avoid situations when a set of potential probability distributions is empty, For the set of potential possible probability distributions, P , defined by means of proper intervals for some set A X  the lower and the upper functions can be determined using these expressions:
To avoid the compatibility between interval boundaries and the set of potential possible probability distributions, the following conditions have to be met: 1, 1,...,
1, 1,...,
Sets of probability intervals satisfying inequalities (34) and (35) are called reachable. Probability intervals considered in this section belong to a special class of lower and upper probabilities: they are Choquet capacities of order 2 k  , i.e., the following holds: 
